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About This Game
Lance A Lot is a local party game that pits 4 friends against each other in GLORIOUS rocket-powered combat! Fly across the
sky on a noble rocket steed and use your lance to send worthy adversaries plummeting towards the ground. In the end there can
only be one knight left standing!

GLORIOUS FEATURES!
USE YOUR LANCE, A LOT. A single strike with the tip of the lance is all it takes to unseat an opponent. Hence, you
are always one hit away from triumph – or defeat.
JOUST ON ROCKETS. Because horses are for peasants – true knights battle in the skies!
PLAY WITH PHYSICS. Most objects in the environment can be bounced, bent, thrown or moved.
CHANGE THE RULES. Play around with different mutators to create your own style of jousting.
DOMINATE THE SKIES. Compete across a variety of islands in 4 different modes. Duel rivals in single combat or
clash in free-for-all modes like King of the Hill and Capture the Flag.
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Title: Lance A Lot: Classic Edition
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brimstone
Publisher:
Brimstone
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 or later
Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or Radeon HD 6850 (for 60fps in 1080p at Low, or 60fps in 720p at High)
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 1 GB available space
Additional Notes: Controller for each player is recommended (keyboard supports 2 players)

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish
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lancelot classic edition
This is a pretty chill game of building supply lines and improving industries. You basically start with a dump truck and build up
from there. The difficulty comes from the puzzle aspect of making sure different cities get everything they need. Sometimes it's
easy, other times it's hard. You win if you complete every city and upgrade every industry to max.
Pros:
It's fun if you like economic type games like I do.
Cons:
The interface isn't intuitive. You probably won't do well if you skip the tutorial and manual. That being said, once you get used
to it, it's not so bad. Not a lot of replay value. Once you fully complete a country I doubt you'll want to do it again.
Summary:
I think it's fun. May not be for everyone. Only $2 though so hard to go wrong.. Addictive in its own weird little way. I can only
play in about 10 minute blasts but keep wanting to go back later and improve.
Also the music is right up my street.. I really like the concept and the gameplay kinda feels like Halo 1, but the later BoS aren't
fun at all. They flashbang all the time and there is no throwing animation so you also don't see the grenade flying, but still get
flashed all the time so I have to fire blind at them ALL THE TIME. Also the hitboxes are terrible especially with the mech, you
basicly have to stand right in front of the enemy to hit or your bullets will hit the wall.. Dont buy it. its full of bugs and the devs
have not released anything for over 2 months.. Beware, Game plays music from CD. The dev added music from an ogg file but
left in the code looking for music from the CD drive. Make sure your CD drive is empty before you play. The developer is
easily upset and flagged my last review as abusive. So really, I have no idea how many other people have had the same problem
or not recommended the title and similarly been silenced. Originally, Mojotouch refused to believe that it was happening. Then
the youtube channel that I posted the proof video on started being attacked. 7th guest is a great game, but I would advise getting
it in a different distribution package to avoid thin-skinned devs.. This is the same game it has always been. Except it is terrible.
The one biggest issue - in the 'combat' part of the game, you MUST use auto-aim. Because there is no other way to fire. And the
auto-aim misses most of the time if you fight the smaller ships. One hundred shots fired while 'on target', for one hundred
complete misses. Yes, it is that straight-forwardly broken.
For this one simple reason, this game is simply terrible.. Do I recommend this DLC? If it's on sale, but if you like the characters
it includes, buy it. This DLC includes my favourite Hero, that is Hawkeye, Classic Hawkeye. While the others are really good,
Dark Phoenix is the one that has the best abilities.. This is probably the worst game that Choice of games has ever made. The
main problem with their games is that you're never really clear about the consequences of your actions and how they will reflect
on your character sheet. And here it's worse than ever. You'll think you're being heroic but then you look at your stats and the
game tells you "Nah actually you where 50% Heroic 50% Teamplayer.". And you're just completely baffled cause isn't being a
teamplayer part of being heroic? This makes no sense at all. And it will happened to you CONSTANTLY. And you can only get
the best ending if you're 100% heroic or 100% a teamplayer or 100% Evil etc. It feels like you're being constantly railroaded
towards a specific path and in a game about choices that is a deal-breaker. On top of that, the story isn't all that great as it slogs
through the middle part of the trilogy grasping for relevance to the overarching plot. Only play this if you want to play all 3
games in the series.. Was having fun, up until the last Miranda fight.
♥♥♥♥ this ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t puzzle fight.
Potential buyer should get the Avernum series instead.. It has been about 3 days and I have not had this download to my
computer. It sits at Not Installed. Closed the program and restarted several times still nothing.
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The late 2000's gave us a cool new type of game which I like to call the "media player" genre: you load up music files from your
own computer and they generate the level you play, often with elements of a rhythm game. This fad gave us many classic games
such as Beat Hazard and Audiosurf, and continues strong to this day with games like Melody's Escape and Drive Any Track. It's
personally one of my favorite types of game. Unfortunately, it also gave us some real stinkers like Ugly Baby and Turba.
Turba is supposed to be a rhythm-based match-3 game, but it's so ill-conceived and badly-designed on so many levels that
it\u2019s almost a work of art. The basis of the game is that you\u2019re supposed to select groups of same-colored blocks,
then right-click to clear them to the rhythm of the music. You get more points for using multiplier blocks, for keeping the
rhythm, and for selecting one group of each color before clearing them at once. There are three game modes which determine
how the tiles will appear: Free mode will give you a Bejeweled-style wall of blocks, Descend mode makes the tiles slowly push
from the top of the screen like Tetris Attack, and Ascend mode makes tiles gradually appear on top of other tiles. To help you
control the board, you\u2019re also given a choice of a rechargeable special power, which ranges from generating wildcard
blocks to shooting blocks with a laser. The special powers gradually unlock and grow stronger the more you play.
The game concepts are all horrible, not just in practice but also in theory. For starters, the core game mechanic of dragging
paths through colored groups is a terrible idea. Depending on what mode you play, the whole board is gradually moving, and
punishment tiles are decaying and causing the board to collapse. In other words, the game consists of dragging paths through
blocks which are always unexpectedly shifting or falling from underneath your mouse cursor. Imagine trying to draw pixel art in
Microsoft Paint as the window will randomly jerk around, and you can get an idea of how it feels like to play Turba. I think the
idea was that you\u2019re supposed to carefully select tiles between beats of the music, but it\u2019s ruined thanks to the beat
detection.
Beat detection is downright unreliable. The game\u2019s registration of beats seems mostly random except on the most specific
types of songs, so it\u2019s completely up to luck whether or not clicking on a drumbeat of the song will break your combo or
keep it going. To get reasonable scores, I had to find a (very) small handful of songs in my library where the beat detection
actually worked and stick to those.
Then you have to deal with the bombs. You cannot even rock out to your own music, because the game will constantly spawn
time bombs which beep obnoxiously like 90\u2019s-era digital alarm clocks. They spawn on random tiles which must be cleared
before they blow up into a 3x3 square of punishment blocks. On the higher difficulties it\u2019s nearly impossible to get rid of
them, because they\u2019ll just keep spawning, and often land in places that are unreachable anyway. Defending against bombs
is not interesting and not fun, not to mention that it ruins the music, and I don\u2019t see how anyone thought it was a good
idea.
The menus are so badly-designed that they must be seen to be believed. They\u2019re filled with pointless, lethargic menu
animations that sometimes take up to five seconds for buttons to slide into place or fade in. The selection box around items is a
soft glow which is so hard to see that it might as well not be there. The menu music has some of the most depressing, boring
tracks I have ever heard. Whereas games like Audiosurf punch you in the face with electronica the minute you hit the title
screen and get you pumped to play the game, Turba\u2019s \u201csong select\u201d menu music will forever be burned into
my mind as the official theme song for watching paint dry.
I\u2019ve hunted for the achievements and tried to master the gameplay, and I feel like I gave Turba an honest chance at
capturing my heart, but it never even come close. The gameplay is just aggravating, obtuse, and unrewarding. The minor
satisfaction I got from holding a long beat streak was destroyed by unreliable beat detection breaking my combos, the massive
frustration of trying to paint selection areas as the board is constantly falling and shifting, and that constant beeping of the time
bombs over the music that never seems to go away.
Bleh. Awful.. I keep waiting for this to get good but the abysmal controller setup drive me bonkers. why is there not just a lockin-place button i can hold to aim with? aiming with the right stick is awful when i can't exactly get another finger around to
press jump. and why is there two different dash buttons like just make it directional based on where you're aiming the move
stick.
Also frankly it's just kinda ugly, and there's no real level design.. permanent backpack pages.
70% dragon 2 player mount, that travels over water and can be custom colored.
sword soul wings can be +'d to give xp\/tp\/drop rate, and custom statted however you wish.
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right clicking them produces a visual effect when they are equipped.
the puss-in-boots gives
3 stamina, 3 wisdom, 3 dexterity, 3 strength, 3 intelligence attribute buff per pet level.
the costume can go in your players magic wardrobe and be worn over any gear.
infinite uses and free color customization for any costume in the magic wardrobe.. Fantastic game! at first i didn't quite know
what to think of it because of the difficult gameplay, but once you get the hang of it it's really fun! I would reccomend this game
to anyone who likes fast, and difficult but fun gameplay. one of my favorite partes of this game was at the beggining when i got
the hang of handling the yellow arrows, and a blue arrow came and messed me up, i like moments in games like that. overall,
Fantastic game I would reccomend!. If you don't have Portal 2 get that. If you do have Portal 2 then get the free mod "Thinking
with Time Machine". This game isn't bad per se. It just that the story and characters....well their aren't any really. Comparing it
to Portal may not seem fair but really that's the standard now. And the story and characters that had help you not get so fustrated
at the game for those times the 'ah ha' moment hasn't quite hit.
In the long run though if you have Portal 2 played it plus "Thinking with Time Machine" mod and are looking for something to
scratch that itch this might hit the puzzling spot but completely miss the character portion. Quantum Conundrum comes closer
but it too falls short IMHO. [Portal why did you spoil me so]. Super fun to play .
Fast pvp and good rank system. Great game, it is kinda a short game (about 4h) but you\u00b4ll need to play it a few times to
get the good ending or use a walkthrough like me.
I really enjoyed the puzzles because they were not those simple and usual one you\u00b4ll encounter in this sort of game, but
really unique ones. Even tho some of them can be tricky.
The atmosphere is good, I liked it. The antagonist is really persistent but blind as f**k. It is really hard for you to get killed by
her and this really sucks, because I never felt to be in danger BUUUUT she gave me really alot of good scares and I loved it.
tl;dr great short horror game with tricky puzzles more games plizz. Recommended ONLY if you LOVED puzzle quest. It's a bit
different but still shares a lot of mechanics. Be advised that the game is way harder than any other game of this type.
The PC port isn't that great, unfortunately. There are no video options whatsoever and you can't even change the resolution.
Graphics are still decent, though.
This game can not be played with a 360 controller. Which is fine because the mouse controls work just a great.
Overall 6.5\/10
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